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Introduction 
Saint Paul, the state capitol of Minnesota, and the neighboring city of Minneapolis are 
jointly called the "Twin Cities," as they share most of the social and historical experiences 
and constitute one economic unit to date across the Mississippi. In the winter, the temperature 
of the Twin Cities area can fal as low as 20 degrees below zero (centigrade). It is surprising 
to find, thus, a substantial concentration of Southeastern Asian and Western African 
population in such a cold area. 
Many of those who came from warmer countries and finally settled down in this area 
are not immigrants, but refugees accepted by the United States and sponsored by the residents 
of the Twin Cities area. Besides, increasing number of refugees are arriving here as the 
second migration from places where they had been originally accepted. 
1990 2000 
Source: HND and HCRC (2004, 45). 
Map 1 Hmong Population Change by County 
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The attractiveness of the Twin Cities area is explained by the local people in many 
ways. Minnesota has been famous for its good living condition since an earlier time. In 
1973, Minnesota featured the cover of Time magazine, introduced as the most comfortable 
state to live among the 50 states of the United States. The major factor contributing to this 
is its northern European background. Many of the earlier immigrants came from the 
Scandinavian region and brought with them the consciousness of social welfare. Added with 
the smaller rate of minority population, Minnesota continues to provide better social welfare 
than many other states, even after the 1996 Welfare Reform took place. Minnesota has a 
low unemployment rate (3.8% in September 2005, while the national figure stands at 5.1%, 
both seasonally adjusted) (DEED 2005), which also attracted many to stay here. What is 
more, Minnesota has good reputation for its strong public education and opportunities for 
higher education. 
Such attractiveness, however, has created new and growing challenges: social cost of 
integrating increasing number of minority population, many of whom have quite different 
life styles from long-time residents. Especially when the federal government is less willing 
to take up the share of refugee services, such as the case of the current Bush administration, 
the state and municipalities have to face difficult situations. Besides social services, the task 
of civic and political integration of the large body of newcomers is left with the local 
communities. 
We can say that the Minneapolis-St. Paul area is just starting to face the same kind of 
struggles many American metropolitan areas with large minority population have already 
experienced, although the diversification here is taking place at a much faster pace. However, 
given the advantage of a late starter, and relatively rich social capital it has already 
accumulated, the Twin Cities area has an opportunity to tackle with the challenge of 
diversification in proactive and constructive ways before the problems get too grave to be 
faced with positively. Some of the current initiatives people of the Twin Cities area are 
taking can make an experiment of multicultural citizenship, or creating the new concept 
and body of citizenship drawn from the actual residents of the area, rather than imposing 
a normative category which American society has long upheld as an ideal. Such attempts 
present a precedent showing how increasingly diversifying American society can integrate 
itself and stil allow each component group to maintain the respect for its own presence in 
America. 
The following survey especially focuses on the civil society activities of the St. Paul 
area, although governmental programs are not excluded from the study. As the research is 
ongoing, and so are the activities on the ground, the conclusion of this article has to remain 
tentative. 
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I. From the Invisible to the Visible 
1) The First Hmongs in the Minneapolis-St. Paul Area 
As mentioned earlier, Minnesota was first settled by people originated from Scandinavia, 
who searched for a place with similar climate to their home. Later, African Americans moved 
up along the Mississippi, and Hispanic population moved in as the local industries required 
labor force. Stil, the minority population of Minnesota remained quite small until recently. 
The minority population in St. Paul in 1970 was 4.6 %, which expanded to 17.7% in 
1990. 
The first Southeast Asian population arrived in Minnesota at the same time as other 
American cities received them, in May 1975, right after the fal of South Vietnam. Voluntary 
associations serving as refugee resettlement agencies, such as Catholic Charity, Lutheran 
Social Service, and International Institute, hired bilingual staff to cope with the newcomers. 
In September, Minnesota Governor's Office opened the Indochinese Task Force Office, 
under which the state and voluntary associations started to meet regularly (MHS n.d.a.). 
First Hmong families arrived in St. Paul in January 1976. By the end of 1978, the 
number of Hmongs living in Ramsey County to which St. Paul belongs, reached 1000, 
which then more than doubled by the end of 1979. In February 1981, the number is estimated 
to reach 10,000, and many of whom came from other places of the United States as second 
migrants because of good education, family relations, and strong Hmong leadership of this 
area (MHS n.d.a.). 
Although Hmongs were concentrating in the Twin Cities area quite rapidly, the local 
people did not recognize them as an ethnic group. This is partly because Hmongs were not 
a major group among the Indochinese refugees, and thus remained invisible at the national 
level. General Vang Pao, the former military leader of Hmong Army who continued to take 
political and social leadership after he moved to the United States, stated the status of 
Hmongs as follows: 
.. The Vietnamese and Cambodians came as legal refugees, but the U.S. didn't know 
about the Laotians. They keep asking who are these Laotian refugees? Throughout the 
country Americans have formed centers called Indochinese refugee centers to assist 
the refugees. They have hired Vietnamese and Cambodians to help because they 
represent the majority of the refugees and are also better educated. The Laotians were 
not included into the Indochinese Refugee Assistance Program until July 1, 1976. And 
during the first three years of the Indochinese Assistance Program, we have not seen 
many Laotians who have been hired by public and private agencies to assist the Laotian 
people (Vang 1981). 
The invisibility of Hmong among the Indochinese refugees was due not just to their 
numbers, but also to the secret nature of their relationship with the United States. As itlater 
became an open secret, the United States government tried to close off Ho Chi Minh Route 
during the Vietnam War, and a minority ethnic group which happened to reside along this 
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route in the mountainous area of Laos was the Hmong. Hmongs are originally from southern 
China, where they were prosecuted as a minority ethnic group, "Miao." Some left the country 
and settled down in the mountainous area of Laos, where they supported their life by farming. 
They were discriminated against in the new land as well, and thus during the First Indochina 
War, Hmongs helped the French as opposed to the local communists. Such anti-communist 
stance of Hmongs was a great asset for the United States, and the Central Intelligence 
Agency (CIA), recruited Hmong youth to fight against the communists (Yang, D 1993). 
It is said that one third of the Hmong remained on the side of the Pathet Lao, while 
another third took side with the United States. And the remaining third did not take any 
strong positions (Yang, D 1993). When the war ended with the withdrawal of American 
forces from Indochina, many Hmong soldiers and families faced with the threat of their 
lives, as the Pathet Lao started retaliation. There was an informal agreement made earlier 
between American government and General Vang that if something went wrong, the United 
States would take care of Hmong people. Based on this agreement, Hmong military leaders 
were the first ones to be brought to the United States as refugees, followed by wider Hmong 
populations who took refuge across the Mekong along the Thai border. 
From the side of Hmong refugees, the lack of recognition of their presence, and what 
is more, of their contribution to American war in Indochina, tended to cause frustration. In 
other words, they should deserve more respect from Americans, as Hmongs lost nearly 
20,000 lives in support of American war and had to be deprived of their home country as 
a result. Much of such frustration, though, was not actually spoken out, and when asked 
about their feeling toward American society, responses tended to focus on how lucky they 
were to be able to come to the United States, especially to Minnesota, and start over their 
life in peace (MHS n.d.b). The following statement is just one of such voices: 
"Why do you come to this country, you short, litle, people, you black haired, people? 
You come to this country and you take everything from us!" There's a lot of controversy. 
Even the people in the church, say that. There's this experience in California. In this 
state I have not experienced this. I see people on the street and they say hi to me. I 
like it here (MHS n.d. b, 16. 9). 
2) Hmong's Visibility through Social Conflict 
As the number and the concentration of Hmong population increased, such invisibility 
was replaced with often negative recognition even in the Twin Cities area. The inflow of 
Hmongs into the Minneapolis-St. Paul area paralleled the overall inflow of Hmongs into 
the United States. The number of Hmongs resettled in the United States expanded in the 
following way (HNC and HCRC 2004, 12): 
1980 47,430 
1990 94 439 
2000 186,310 
A part of the rapid increase also came from the natural increase, since Hmongs traditionally 
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have large family members. This is reflected in the younger median age of Hmongs, which 
is 16.1, compared with that of entire American population, which is 35.3 (HND and HCRC 
2004, 12). 
Social conflicts caused by the increasing number of Hmongs in the Twin Cities area 
were accelerated by the fact that Hmongs concentrated in the less advantaged area, and 
especially in the pubic housing complex. For example, in the City of St. Paul, there are four 
family public housing developments, namely McDonough, Roosevelt, Mt. Airy, and Dunedin 
with the total of 1,280 housing units. In 1977, more than 600 Asian households were in the 
above-mentioned family public housing developments, and in the late 1980s, 85-90% of the 
households living in the public housing were Southeast Asians, mostly Hmongs (Anderson 
Interview). 
Moreover, most of Hmong refugees came from the rural area of Laos, and adapting to 
the urban lifestyle of the Twin Cities area needed some time. For example, St. Paul Public 
Housing Agency produced an instructional videotape on housekeeping in Hmong language, 
and used it in the classes given to residents who failed in their annual housekeeping inspection 
(PHA 1987). Hmong traditional culture was also perceived as strange by the local residents: 
a large number of clan members united for social occasions and conducted their traditional 
religious services. 
As early as in 1978, St. Paul Pioneer Press headline read as follows: "Racial Tension 
Erupts Between Hmong, Blacks." As stated above, the concentration of Hmong overlapped 
with other less advantaged population of the Twin Cities area, and thus forced them to 
divide limited social and economic resources among themselves, which further accelerated 
the inter-ethnic conflict. The maps below indicate the overlapping concentration of minority 
population and the location of public housing developments in the St. Paul area as of 
2004. 
A similar inter-minority struggle was reported in the case of Minneapolis:"…although 
we don't suggest that those [Laoti叫 familiesare not entitled to housing, as a consequence 
of their occupancy there has been a loss of housing for Blacks. Something terrible is 
happening to poor Black tenants…" (Summit-University Free Press, April 1978). Local 
residents who did not have enough knowledge about who Hmongs were and why they were 
here, tended to blame that Hmongs came to the United State in search of welfare, and 
Hmongs were the burden of the society rather than an asset. 
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Map 5 PHA (1984, 10-11). 
Against such lack of knowledge and the negative feeling the local people of the Twin 
Cities area held, numerous efforts were made to have them learn about the Hmong. Local 
news media carried articles to provide the lacking information on Hmongs. For example, 
St. Paul Dispatch carried an article, "Hmongs Start New Lives in St. Paul" (December 19, 
1978), and Minneapolis Tribune carried another, "Laotian Tribesmen Supported U.S., Then 
Faced'Death or Flight"'(April 22, 1979). Much effort was also made by the ethnic 
associations of Hmong themselves, and governmental institutions such as the Minnesota 
Humanities Commission also assisted such ethnic associations'effort to bridge the gaps 
(Moriarty Interview). 
Compared to other areas where Hmongs concentrate, especially the Central Valley of 
California, such as Fresno, Minnesota and Wisconsin are said to provide comfortable 
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environment for Hmong refugees (MHS n.d.b). Stil, as late as in 1995, St. Paul Pioneer 
Press carried an article, "Immigration Cycle Appears to be Entering Rejection Phase" (April 
9), and pointed out that the ever-increasing number ofHmongs may be pushing the acceptance 
level of the local community to the limit: 
They don't speak English well. They stick together. They're different. They talk 
endlessly about their homeland…. Vecoli (Rudolph) says public sentiments toward 
immigrants hinges on how society answers the question: "Are they a burden to us in 
terms of taxes and public services, or are they an asset?" (St. Paul Pioneer, April 9, 
1995) 
During the 1990s, Hmong population in the Twin Cities areas became the largest among 
the metropolitan areas, and it was named the "Hmong capital of the United States" (HND 
and HCRC 2004 Table 3; Kaufman 2000, 89). Despite their number, many Hmongs, 
especially elder people, remained committed to their homeland and dreaming of returning 
home some day, and did not integrate into the community positively til late. A low 
homeownership rate among Hmong people, at 12.8% as of 1990, was said to reflect this 
feeling, though poverty (64.5% Hmongs lived under poverty line as of 1990) also made it 
difficult for them to own homes.* 
Reflecting such feeling that the white Minnesota community might be approaching its 
limit of tolerance, the Anti-Racism Advisory Committee of the St. Paul Foundation conducted 
a survey on racism in parts of Minnesota where minorities including Hmongs were largely 
located, namely Dakota, Ramsey, and Washington counties (Anti-Racism Research Team 
2004). The survey found that racism did exist, and emphasized the need for inter-racial/ 
ethnic/cultural contact and exchanges through faith communities, schools, neighborhoods, 
and business settings (Anti-Racism Research Team 2004, 8). It also suggested that while 
the whites should increase their awareness of racism, the minority population need to be 
empowered and to deepen their civic engagement. 
In the following section, let us observe how the empowerment and engagement of 
Hmong refugees turned them into Hmong Americans over time. 
I. From Passive Recipients to Positive Engagement 
1) Strong Ethnic Mutual Support 
Under the American system, especially those stipulated under the Refugee Act of 1980, 
the federal, state, and local governments are to share the assistance to newly arrived refugees. 
The federal government was to provide Refugee Cash Assistance (RCA) and Refugee 
Medical Assistance (RMA) under this law, but due to the lack of resources, the coverage 
continued to be reduced from the original three years to only eight months of late. The 1996 
* Census 2000 provides a brighter picture of Hmong's integration. Their poverty rate was 38%, while the 
homeownership rate was 38.7% (HND and HCRC 2004, Tables 14 and 17). 
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Welfare Reform also reduced the role of the federal government, and refugees are increasingly 
asked to start working right away. 
The following six refugee resettlement agencies (volags) serve the Twin Cities area: 
Lutheran Social Service, Catholic Charity, International Institution, Minnesota Council of 
Church, World Relief, and Jewish Family Service (only former Soviet refugees) (Hurd 
Interview). The task of volags covers up to three months of their arrival, when refugees are 
supposed to rnove into a normal life in the United States. If the refugee carne as the family 
reunion case, major assistance would corne frorn the hosting relatives, whereas if the refugee 
is a free case, volags are to assist finding housing as well. In the case of Hrnongs, increasing 
numbers are the second migrants, who are not eligible for the cash assistance, as the federal 
money is only provided to the states where refugees are originally accepted. 
Whereas the earlier refugees had to exclusively rely on the mainstream agencies, the 
recent refugees are mostly supported by the relatives, thus move right into the ethnic 
community rather than exposed to the mainstream society. As Hmong refugees have brought 
with them quite distinctive cultural and human elements, the mainstream support system 
may not effectively fil the need of the Hmong community. Due to the emphasis put on the 
transition to the host society, mainstream agencies tended to regard earlier refugees had 
better integrated into the host society, whereas Hmongs tended to regard recent refugees are 
much better situated (Hurd Interview; Tao Interview). 
The assessments of those mainstream organizations vary depending on which aspects 
are focused on. While volags themselves put more importance on the language learning, 
and value the close relationship with English-speaking hosts that enabled the earlier Hmong 
refugees to integrate into the host society and to start working faster (Hurt Interview). The 
ethnic groups, on the other hand, tend to put more emphasis on emotional and cultural 
aspects, as much of the refugees'life consists of their cultural and human relationship, which 
is not necessarily met by mainstream organizations. 
Given such need for culturally familiar assistance among Hmong community, as those 
arrived in the United States in the 1970s started to pile up their resources, mutual assistance 
associations were established one after another in order to fil the gap. For example, Hmong 
Association in Minnesota was incorporated as non-profit in 1977. Lao Family Organization 
was established in Minnesota in 1980. Currently, ethnic organizations such as the following 
are serving the Twin Cities Hmong community: Hmong American Partnership, Lao Family 
Community, Association for the Advancement of Hmong Women in Minnesota, Center for 
Asian and Pacific Islanders, Hmong Minnesota Pacific Association, Lauj Youth Society, 
Southeast Asian Community Council. 
In the earlier time, General Vang defined the purpose of ethnic organization's activities 
as follows: 
While we appreciate the assistance extended to us by the American people through the 
voluntary agencies and the Federal and State governments, we are determined to help 
ourselves. To the American people we say this: Help us to learn how to help ourselves 
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so that we may no longer be any kind of burden on American society. Help us build 
our mutual assistance associations so that we can help ourselves more effectively. We 
believe our people can make great contribution to America. We believe in many of the 
American ideals--in personal independence and responsibility: in strong and unified 
families, in hard work. In short, we do not seek hand-outs; instead, we seek only a 
helping hand up (Vang 1981). 
Ethnic organizations provided similar services as the mainstream agencies, such as 
English class and health consultation, but they also put much emphasis on keeping the 
cultural identity of Hmong as the younger generation are born as Hmong American, educated 
in public schools in English, thus have less opportunities to be associated with Hmong 
culture. 
As mentioned earlier, many ethnic organizations also serve to have the mainstream 
society learn about Hmongs and Hmong culture. One of such organizations is Hmong 
Cultural Center, and along with English and citizenship classes, it offers Hmong music and 
dance classes for children. Not just serving for Hmong community, the Center is now actively 
engaged with the local community at large introducing who Hmongs are. "Building Bridge," 
a program of multicultural understanding is one of the recent attempts for that purpose. 
Director of Hmong Resource Center, run by Hmong Cultural Center, Mark E. Pfeifer, has 
been disseminating the information on Hmong, such as through "Learn about Hmong," a 
website. He also drew attention to the positive aspect of Hmong in an Minneapolis Star 
Tribune article, "Hmong Are an Asset" (March 1, 2004) as follows: In sum, while there 
are some short-term costs with resettlement, refugees and immigrants bring many long-term 
benefits to our society, including the expansion of the tax base, inner-city neighborhood 
economic development and cultural diversity. One of the tangible Hmong contributions he 
pointed out was the revitalization of the declining area along University Avenue by the 
Hmong business (see Picture 1). 
One case utilizing the resources of the mainstream society is the establishment of 
Hmong charter school, called H.O.P.E. (Hmong Open Partnerships in Education) Community 
Academy in St. Paul for K-12 students (see Picture 2). Given its focus on Hmong language 
and culture, 94% of its student body is Asian/Pacific, but Hispanic and African American 
students are also enrolled (Profiles of Minnesota Charter School website). Added to H.O.P.E. 
Community Academy, Hmong Academy was established in Minneapolis for high school 
students, and a similar school was launched in Milwaukee, Wisconsin as well. Responding 
to the initiative of H.O.P.E. Community Academy, St. Paul public schools started to teach 
Hmong programs in their curriculum in order to attract Hmong students (Thao Interview). 
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Picture 1 Hmong Business on University Avenue Picture 2 Hmong Charter School 
Pictures taken by the author. 
Connecting local ethnic engagement at the national level was also attempted. For 
example, Hmong National Development, Inc. was founded in 1993, on the occasion of the 
first national conference of Hmongs in Minneapolis. 
2) Cross-Ethnic Support Network 
Besides the much discussed inter-ethnic struggles, there were positive signs for inter-
ethnic cooperation. As early as in 1981, an article, "Update— The New Immigrants," 
introduced the cross-ethnic understanding extended toward Hmongs from the Native 
American community. Gene Buckanaga, Native American and the co-chair of "The Phillips-
Elliot Community Resettlement Coordinating Council," was quoted as saying that American 
Indian Community did not want the Asian people to suffer any loss of their identity as a 
culture, and because of the Native American's experience in maintaining and keeping alive 
their unique culture, they had a better understanding of Hmong's similar needs (The Circle, 
January 1981). 
Given the attractiveness of the Twin Cities areas, it was not just Hmongs but other 
ethnic communities that have shown rapid growth over the past decade. One group was 
Somali refugees who fled as the country got disintegrated in the early 1990s. Most Somali 
refugees were first accommodated into the Minneapolis public housing, but just as the case 
of other ethnic groups, they started to immerse into the local community as the time passed. 
Now the Twin Cities area holds the largest Somali population in the United States (St. Paul 
Pioneer Press, November 4, 2005). 
Paying attention to the diverse refugee and immigrant communities within the Twin 
Cities area, Wilder Research Center was commissioned to conduct a survey. Unlike the 
usual survey which ask the mainstream society about their impression on the minorities, 
this survey heard from the members of four major ethnic groups in this area themselves, 
namely Hmong, Hispanic, Somali and Russian. The findings were broken down by ethnic 
groups, showing the characteristics of the groups or even the diversity within each group 
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(Cf. Wilder 2000). Besides such large ethnic groups, the State of Minnesota has received 
refugees from 18 countries during the FY 2004 (ORR 2005), and over the past 30 years, 
from more than 70 countries (Refugee Health Program 2003). 
Bridging the ethnic communities and tackling with the structural problem surrounding 
the refugee and immigrant communities has been one of the approaches taken in the Twin 
Cities area. For example, Minnesota Department of Human Services'Office of Refugee 
Resettlement has been working with inter-ethnic groups since its creation. Now 44 agencies, 
including 17 mutual assistant associations are funded by the Office to constitute a network, 
while 40 more unfunded groups are also cooperating with this efort. Some of the examples 
for such cross-ethnic support is a group of Southeast Asians who have been here longer 
mentoring newly arrived East Africans, or African Community serving Southeast Asian 
refugees in similar situation (Avenido Interview). 
One initiative with the aim of cross-ethnic support networking is "New American 
Collaborative," which was started in 2000 by Wilder Center for Communities and funded 
by the Office of Refugee Resettlement (Cf. Shardlow, Owen, and Martin 2004). This 
collaboration included 30 core organizations and 34 supporting partners in the Twin Cities 
area, 19 African-serving agencies, seven Asian-serving agencies among the core organizations, 
added by 18 foundations, universities and community-serving agencies in both core and 
supporting categories. The aim of the collaboration is to empower the organizations 
themselves at the same time as helping the client community, mostly local refugee and 
immigrant communities. It was especially emphasized to develop leadership among those 
organizations, so that they can be actively involved in advocacy for refugee communities 
and conflict resolution in collaboration with other organizations (Shardlow, Owen, and 
Martin 2004, 10; 12). 
With an increasingly diversified minority population with overlapping residential areas, 
the needs of the Twin Cities area cannot be met by individual ethnic support organizations, 
but rather by such cross-ethnic networking. While this initiative represents quite pragmatic 
responses to the needs on the ground, the act of crossing ethnic lines not just among 
minorities but between the mainstream and minority communities also presents a symbolic 
message as the future of the Twin Cities area is considered. 
3) Empowering Civic Aspect of Hmongs 
Looking back the development of Hmong refugee community, the needs of the refugees 
on the ground were first met by the mainstream assistance, then mutual assistance from the 
ethnic groups started to fil the cultural gap. The above-mentioned collaboration represents 
the current stage of empowering such ethnic support organizations while networking them 
into a multicultural system. While recognizing such achievements of the Twin Cities area 
to date, the ideal of democratic society is based on the equal membership rather than patron-
client relations, and active engagement of members as citizens is especially asked for. Let 
us now tum to the civic aspect of Hmong community. 
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For many years, politics for Hmongs meant politics back in Laos, and their political 
voices in the United States did not constitute much of their attention. This is partly due to 
the political leadership General Vang continued to play among elder people, especially 
among former soldiers. Above-mentioned article in St. Paul Pioneer Press, "Immigration 
Cycle Appears to be Entering Rejection Phase" (April 9, 1995) predicted the political 
activation of Hmongs but the direction of the activism was thought to be toward Laos, not 
to the United States: "While they now have litle political clout, bad feelings persist about 
the Laotian government's treatment of their relatives back home. Someday, those feelings 
may translate into political action." 
Such lack of interest in American politics was also due to their citizenship status, as 
many Hmong refugees had difficulty leaning English and thus were not eligible to take 
citizenship exam for a long time. The emphasis of job in American refugee assistance policy 
also pushed them into low-paying jobs which did not require English as soon as they arrived 
to support themselves, thus deprived them of the opportunity to learn English and become 
citizens. 
As time went by, however, number of Hmongs who became naturalized increased. For 
example, 8,351 persons from Laos (under which most ofHmongs are categorized) naturalized 
in the Twin Cities area between 1995 and 2003 (data compiled by LSS). It is said that 
Immigration Reform Act of 1996 accelerated the naturalization process, since the cost of 
staying as non-citizens became too negative under the new law (Thao Interview). Besides, 
the younger generation of Hmongs are American born, and thus are citizens by birth. Thus 
by the tum of the century, Hmongs actually came to have political clout, not just in the 
Twin Cities area but nationally. 
One incident which symbolizes Hmong political clout was the passage and extension 
of Veterans Naturalization Act of 1990. This was to waive English language requirement 
when Hmong veterans and their wives took the citizenship exam, based on their special 
contribution to the United States under the CIA. As many Hmong veterans were not aware 
of this and the waiver period was to expire before far less than expected veterans took the 
citizenship exam, the act was extended to give more chances to those veterans. In addition 
to Senators and Congressional members from Minnesota, many of those with Hmong and 
Asian minorities in their district supported these legislations. Such experience encouraged 
non-Hmong elected officials to have Hmongs among their staff members to be a facilitators 
between the office and the local ethnic community. 
At the local level, the first Hmong elected was on the board of education. A more 
enthusiastic political mobilization took place when Mee Moua ran for the special election 
of Minnesota Senate in 2001. Being in her 30s and a mother, Mee Moua is not a typical 
political leader for traditionally conservative Hmong community. But by American standard, 
a graduate of Brown University and practicing law was a respectable background. Besides, 
she was able to mobilize not only the Hmong community but those concerned with 
community issues quite successfully (Moua 2005). Minnesota State Legislature got the 
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second Hmong politician, as Cy Thao won a seat in the State House of Representatives in 
2002. 
Although electoral politics tended to gather temporal attentions, democratic politics 
requires a continuous and active civic engagement. As an attempt to develop active 
citizenship, let us take up the case of Jane Addams School for Democracy, where not only 
Hmongs but the local community, including other minority members, are to make democratic 
citizenship together. 
Jane Addams School for Democracy was launched in 1996, as a joint work by St. 
Paul's West Side community, which mostly consisted of Latino and Hmong families, the 
College of St. Catherine, Neighborhood House, and the University of Minnesota (Cf. Longo 
and Wallace 2000). The name, Jane Addams, was chosen since her settlements movement 
symbolizes the equal relationship among the participants, both long-time citizens and the 
newly-arrived members of the community. 
The founding group hoped to create a "people's institution," a community-university 
partnership with several features (Longo and Wallace 2000, 1): 
--A community education and action initiative that would be "owned" by people of al ages 
who participated in the school. In other words, participants would fel free to not simply 
participate but also to create and build. 
--Hospitable and democratic spaces where people would feel safe and free to be creative, 
and where there would be no hierarchies of authority or knowledge. These spaces w叫 d
respect and highlight the cultures, talents, and experiences of diverse people. 
--Integration of popular education, enabling people to start where they are, take ownership 
for learning based on their own self-interests, and learn civic skils. 
--Use of resources to strengthen the neighborhood and influence public policy and public 
institutions. 
--Use of resources to strengthen the neighborhood and influence public. 
Such mutuality of being learning resources can be observed by the following example. 
One woman who sang a traditional Hmong song at the first Freedom Festival 
commented: 
Part of the reason that I sang at the Freedom Festival was that I wanted to educate 
people about the Hmong and Hmong culture. I wanted to show that even though we 
are here without a country, we have talents and can contribute (Longo and Wallace 
2000, 13). 
Currently, Jane Addams have four circles, namely Hmong, West African, Spanish, 
Children, and the Youth, and meets twice a week during the school and once over the 
summer for two hours in the evening. In addition to volunteers, local university students 
also join through their Service-Leaming program. Normally, part of the time at Jane Addams 
is spent on the preparation for citizenship exam on one-on-one basis, and the rest is spent 
on group discussion on various topics. Before the formal meeting, Service-Leaming students 
have reflection time, when they go over what they are learning from participating the 
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activities of Jane Addams, not just helping minority participants learn. 
One project came out of Jane Addams is the video on the citizenship exam. This project 
was supported by Public Achievement, which encourages young people to become politically 
engaged. A group of Hmong students interviewed local people whether they could give 
correct answers to the citizenship exam questions. They found that many of native-born 
citizens would fail if they had to take the citizenship exam to keep their citizenship status. 
The fairness of asking non-citizens to answer questions which native-born citizens cannot 
answer was then questioned (Cf. Center for Democracy and Citizenship 2000). 
The aim of this project was not just to criticize the current citizenship exam, but to 
have both citizens and non-citizens think about the meaning of citizenship. Citizenship does 
not stop at the knowledge level, but requires more. If so, the citizenship exam should reflect 
what is expected of citizenship, rather than asking superficial facts. A similar criticism 
against the current citizenship exam took place during the discussion at Jane Addams on 
the presidential election in 2004. For example, instead of just asking names and years related 
to the Constitution, what value is embedded in the Constitution should be asked, one partipant 
pointed out. Some questioned the rationale of asking stricter moral character for naturalizing 
persons than native-born citizens, especially making communists stil disqualified as citizens 
was pointed out as an outdated idea. 
More constructively, one Caucasian participant argued that what citizen would mean 
should reflect who actual citizens were. According to his idea, in the increasingly diversified 
American society, citizenship should be more dynamic in nature, rather than remaining static 
and heavily reflecting the values of the Founding Fathers. If we embody this idea, that will 
make the multicultural citizenship. 
Conclusion 
In the fal of 2004, about 5,000 Hmong refugees arrived in the Twin Cities area from 
Wat Tham Krabok, Thailand. This group resided in a village near a temple since the closing 
of the refugee camp on the Thai border in 1995 at the mercy of one monk. And his death 
prompted the closing of this informal camp and their return to Laos or move to a third 
country. As many of them had relatives in the United States, the State Department decided 
to accept up to 15,000 Hmongs who were qualified as refugees. As the Thai Government 
conducted registration work, City of St. Paul, along with Ramsey County and local 
community leaders, also conducted its own assessment in order to meet the needs of newly 
arriving people, such as education and health services (Hang et. al. 2004). 
The fact that the hosting community assesses the refugees'needs in advance of their 
arrival was unprecedented. This was partly possible since many of the refugees already 
knew they were to be sponsored by Hmong relatives in the Twin Cities area. But more 
importantly, the initiative taken by the community reflected one tangible result of the 
decades-long, community-large experiment of the Twin Cities area to proactively integrate 
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the diverse population from the view point of the minorities. 
It was against such background, the news of a Hmong hunter who killed white people 
in the woods of Wisconsin broke out in December 2004. During the trial in 2005, it was 
reported that the victims were alledged to have made racist slurs toward the Hmong hunter, 
although the truth was not found as of this writing. The race factor involved in this incident, 
however, was disturbing enough for those who have been committed with the cause of 
diversified community. The seeming hospitability of north European tradition toward 
minorities can transform, when the "visibility" of minority turns into the "plurality" or 
"majority" of the local population, and threatens the mainstream population. 
We are stil not sure where the future leads us at this moment. The civic experiment 
toward multicultural citizenship, however, is exactly focused on this aspect: The difference 
does not make the cause for discrimination, and a new American-ness can be defined by 
non-racial, non-cultural ideas. 
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